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Abstract 

Atmospheric environmental monitoring with mobile laboratories is becoming more common as 

instrumentation evolves and the benefits of taking the lab-to-sample are realized. One of the 

benefits of this approach is the ability to screen a geographic area for compounds of interest and 

to use ‘real-time’ data to inform adaptive sampling. We report on the use of a membrane 

introduction mass spectrometer (MIMS) for continuous monitoring of atmospheric volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs) associated with hydrocarbon upgrading and refining facilities in 

northern Alberta, Canada. Field campaigns involved continuous ambient-air sampling from a 

moving vehicle (collected at ~ 1Hz). Real-time MIMS data were used to monitor chemical 

concentrations of benzene, toluene, and ethylbenzene/xylene/s (BTEX) and to prompt collection 

whole air sample (WAS) canisters for laboratory-based, trace-level VOC speciation and 

quantitation. The MIMS data showed a high degree of spatiotemporal variability, which allowed 

for near real-time feedback to guide otherwise subjective or random collection of whole air 

samples. Laboratory based comparisons using lab constructed air samples showed the percent 

difference in quantitation between MIMS and WAS to be within 20% across targeted analytes in 

the low ppbv concentration range. 
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1. Introduction 

The release of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) into the environment from anthropogenic 

sources can have a significant negative impact on human health (Irigaray et al., 2007). In 

addition to the direct toxicity of some of these compounds (EPA, 2016; WHO, 2010), many 

contribute to the production of ground level ozone and secondary organic aerosols, both of which 

contribute to detrimental health outcomes (Monks, 2005; Poschl, 2005; Ziemann and Atkinson, 

2012). Atmospheric concentrations of VOCs vary widely over time and space depending on the 

number and nature of sources, weather conditions, topography, and atmospheric dispersion 

(Jacob, 1999). Furthermore, atmospheric lifetimes for non-methane hydrocarbons can range from 

hours to weeks depending on atmospheric conditions affecting both photochemical outcomes 

(Atkinson, 2000), and atmospheric transport (Wesely and Hicks, 2000).  

Conventional techniques for the analysis of VOCs in ambient air typically involve the collection 

of discrete whole air samples (WAS) with an evacuated canister (EPA, 1999a) or a sorbent tube 

(EPA, 1999b). Samples are subsequently analyzed by chromatographic separation and 

characterization in a laboratory setting. While these techniques provide excellent sensitivity and 

selectivity, discrete sampling strategies are not well suited to capturing spatial and temporal 

variability where a large number of samples must be analyzed, or when in-field information is 

required for real-time decision support.  While a full review of portable mass spectrometry 

applications is beyond the scope of this paper, we provide a brief overview illustrating a range of 

instrumentation and applications. For example, there is a growing number of researchers 

employing MS for real-time sampling in both air and water (Short et al., 2001; Karellas et al., 

2003; Louarn et al., 2013; Gentz et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Hendricks et al., 2014; Chen et al., 

2015; Jjunju et al., 2015; Giannoukos et al., 2017; Willis et al., 2017; Lawton et al., 2017). These 
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examples employ various mass filters including single quadrupoles, triple quadrupoles, Fourier 

transform  ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS), magnetic sectors, proton 

transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometers (PTR-TOF-MS), and ion traps (IT). Suitable 

applications are primarily determined by performance characteristics (sensitivity and selectivity) 

and physical characteristics (size and power consumption) of the instrumentation available. 

Proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) has been employed for real-time, direct 

analysis of VOCs in air (Li et al., 2017). The technique offers excellent sensitivity in the parts 

per trillion (pptv) range (Lindinger et al., 1998) using a relatively soft ionization technique (H3O
+ 

in a reaction drift tube), which results in minimal fragmentation. The rapid duty cycle of this 

technique permits detection of concentration fluctuations, although quantitation can be 

compromised by variations in atmospheric humidity and secondary ion-molecule reactions in the 

drift tube (de Gouw and Warneke, 2007; Roberts et al., 2010). A miniaturized FT-ICR MS 

instrument has been employed to monitor indoor air and aqueous samples (Louarn et al., 2013). 

The advantage of this instrument is that it operates at high mass resolution and is capable of 

MS/MS, but it lacks the sensitivity of PTR-MS for some VOCs. Another system has been 

developed that allows direct sampling of the atmosphere using atmospheric pressure chemical 

ionization (APCI) combined with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (TQMS) (Karellas et al., 

2003; Chen et al., 2006; Karellas and Chen, 2013; Healy et al., 2018). This instrument is capable 

of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), which can separate some analytes with similar parent 

mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) by fragmentation and quantitation using unique progeny ions.  

Mass spectrometers generally require high vacuum and consequently have significant power 

requirements that limit portability and long-term remote operation. To address this issue, 

miniature mass spectrometers of many types have been developed, with major contributions to 
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miniaturization coming from Cooks and Ouyang (Badman and Cooks, 2000; Ouyang and Cooks, 

2009; Xu et al., 2010; Snyder et al., 2016). Another example application of a low power 

instrument, built around single quadrupole MS and operated from a moving electric vehicle, was 

demonstrated by the identification of target analytes and plumes associated with clandestine 

chemical production sites (Mach et al., 2015).  

Our group has developed and operated a battery powered membrane introduction cylindrical ion 

trap (CIT) mass spectrometer system that can be operated in full scan (m/z 50 – 450), selected 

ion monitoring (SIM), and tandem (MS/MS) modes from a moving vehicle (Bell et al., 2015a). 

MIMS has been used for direct chemical analysis, without sample pre-treatment or 

chromatography, for many years (Bier and Cooks, 1987) and for a variety of sample types 

including both air (Ketola et al., 2002; Krogh and Gill, 2014), water (Lauritsen and Kotiaho, 

1996; Johnson et al., 2000; Etzkorn et al., 2009; Davey et al., 2011), and soils (Lauritsen et al., 

2008; Lauritsen and Nielsen, 2010; Vandergrift et al., 2019). The technique relies on a semi-

permeable membrane (typically polydimethylsiloxane) which pre-concentrates hydrophobic 

VOCs and SVOCs, while simultaneously rejecting the bulk of the sample matrix from the 

vacuum of the mass spectrometer. Although the CIT is compact and consumes little power, it is 

limited to low ppb detection and unit mass resolution. We have previously reported on the 

development of a continuously operated mobile MIMS instrument (Bell et al., 2015a) for VOC 

mapping, and report here on its operation in conjunction with an adaptive discrete WAS strategy. 

Previous work (Simpson et al., 2013) has reported elevated levels of hydrocarbons near Fort 

Saskatchewan, Alberta, Canada – an industrialized region which includes both heavy oil 

upgraders and chemical refineries. In this paper, we report the results of a mobile mass 

spectrometry field campaign on public roadways in this region aimed at geospatial mapping of 
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targeted chemical concentrations combined with adaptive sampling with WAS canisters. This 

work is aimed at providing quantitative molecular level information that is both spatially and 

temporally resolved to assist in identifying point sources and plume boundaries. We compare 

chemical concentrations obtained from discrete samples followed by chromatographically 

resolved lab-based analysis to those obtained from time series data obtained from a portable 

MIMS instrument using a series of lab-constructed air samples.  
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2. Experimental and Methods 

2.1. Mass Spectrometer System 

A Griffin 400 cylindrical ion trap (FLIR Systems Inc.) was operated using electron ionization 

(EI) with a base pressure of 1.0 x 10-4 Torr and a ~1.0 mL/min helium flow. Helium was 

delivered to the lumen of the membrane by a miniature 16 L compressed gas cylinder (Model 

49617HE, Leland Ltd., South Plainfield, NJ, USA). The membrane interface, described in detail 

elsewhere (Bell et al., 2015a), uses Dow Corning Silastic® polydimethylsiloxane capillary 

tubing (10.0 cm x 0.94 mm OD x 0.51 mm ID) with a wall thickness of 215 µm for sample 

introduction. The membrane and the sample transfer lines were maintained at 50°C during 

analysis by a heated aluminum block and an insulated wire rope heater, respectively. For 

continuous atmospheric monitoring, a diaphragm pump (Model B-Series Dia-Vac; Air 

Dimensions, Deerfield Beach, FL, USA) was used to pass outside air through an internal 

standard chamber and over the membrane at a flow rate of 1850 mL/min. A toluene-d8 Kin-Tek 

Trace Source permeation tube, with an emission rate of 625 ng/min at 50°C, was used as an 

internal standard for in-field quantitation using relative response factors (Etzkorn et al., 2009). 

We observe a gradual loss of signal intensity (ca. 10%) for the internal standard over the course 

of 2-3 days of continuous operation due to small losses in detector sensitivity. In addition, we 

have previously reported on the directional dependence of signal intensity resulting from electron 

transmission efficiency of the external ion source (Bell et al., 2015b). By continuously 

monitoring the internal standard signal, analyte concentrations are corrected for both drift and 

directional dependence. The instrument scan methods, response times, and detection limits are 

presented in Table 1. Since ethylbenzene and xylene are not chromatographically resolved, the 
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MIMS instrument measures an aggregate concentration based on the signal from m/z 90, 91 � 

106, which we report as an equivalent amount of ethylbenzene. We estimate the precision of the 

MIMS methods in Table 1 to be between 4 and 7 % (as relative standard deviation) for BTEX 

determined over the concentration range (5 ppbv to 80 ppbv) for 100 data points. Two solvent-

cleaned microporous stainless-steel inlet filters (Model SS-6 F; Swagelok, Solon, OH, USA) in 

series (15µm and 7µm) were also used as part of a heated sample transfer line (1/4" OD, 3/16” ID 

Teflon tubing) to remove particulates. The instrument was powered by a bank of four 6V lead-

acid batteries (Model T-145 Plus; Trojan Battery Company, Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA), and 

transported in a mid-sized SUV. Furthermore, the instrument was encased in a mu-metal sheath 

to shield the internal electron beam in the ionization source from the Earth's magnetic field. This 

shielding reduces (but does not eliminate) magnetic field effects and is described elsewhere (Bell 

et al., 2015b). The instrument schematic adapted for direct WAS comparison of lab-constructed 

samples is shown in Fig. 1.  

2.2. Dynacalibrator Gas Standard Generator 

Pre-deployment calibrations and lab-based studies were performed using a Dynacalibrator (VICI, 

model 340) to produce zero air and certified Kin-Tek Trace Source permeation tubes to generate 

gaseous standards for the target analytes (benzene, toluene and ethylbenzene/xylene/s). The 

Dynacalibrator, which provides a positive pressure of gaseous standard, was removed for field 

sampling measurements and the overflow valve closed. 
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Fig.1. Schematic of MIMS instrumentation and WAS canister configuration for both field and 
lab-based studies. For field sampling measurements the Dynacalibrator was removed, the 
overflow valve was closed, and the WAS canister was filled outside the vehicle within 1 m of the 
MIMS sample inlet.  

2.3. Air Sampling Canisters 

Electropolished 2-L stainless steel canisters used to collect whole air samples were provided by 

the Rowland-Blake group at UC-Irvine.  For laboratory-based studies, WAS canisters were 

connected in-line with the MIMS system (Fig. 1) to allow for simultaneous sampling of gas 

standards. For field studies, the WAS canisters were opened next to the MIMS sample inlet at a 

distance typically < 1 meter. All canisters were transported to UC Irvine and analyzed for 76 

individual VOCs using a 5 column/detector analytical system with 2 GC-FIDs, 1 GC-MS, and 2 

GC-ECDs. Details of canister preparation and sample analysis are previously described 

(Simpson et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2010). The method precision is 3%, accuracy is 5%, and 

detection limit is 3 pptv for BTEX. 

2.4. Lab-Based Study 
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To compare quantitative results between the MIMS system and whole air sampling (WAS) GC-

FID/ECD/MS system, gaseous standards were generated with a Dynacalibrator and delivered to 

both sampling systems at the same time. A schematic of the experimental set up can be seen in 

Fig. 1. A typical experiment was as follows: (1) Gaseous standards were prepared using 

temperature equilibrated permeation tubes in a Dynacalibrator. (2) With the valve to the WAS 

canister closed, the sample was passed over the membrane interface, via a heated chamber 

containing a toluene-d8 internal standard, until the system reached steady state. (3) The 2L WAS 

canister was then opened and allowed to fill over a period of 1-2 minutes. (4) The WAS canister 

was then closed and returned to UC-Irvine for analysis. A schematic timing diagram for the 

WAS and MIMS comparison is shown in Fig. 2a. The shaded area represents the time window 

over which the WAS was filled. The yellow coloured portion of the MIMS data represents the 

time window that was averaged and compared to the concentration determined in the WAS. An 

example of mobile air monitoring data collection is presented in Fig. 2b, illustrating dynamic 

fluctuations in the real-time MIMS data resulting from changes in the atmospheric concentration, 

and the strategy employed for comparing MIMS and WAS datasets. Since WAS canister data 

represents an average atmospheric concentration during the fill-time of a canister (~2 minutes), it 

was necessary to average the MIMS data for the same amount of time for comparison. 

Furthermore, a delay function was applied when selecting the MIMS data to account for the time 

it takes an analyte to reach the detector. This ‘delay time’ was estimated as the sum of the time 

for the analyte to reach the membrane via sampling lines (4-5 seconds), plus the time for the 

analyte to diffuse across a 215 µm thick PDMS membrane. This signal risetime can be visualized 

in Fig. 2a and is typically less than 60 seconds, depending on the analyte and membrane 

temperature. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of typical sequence to illustrate WAS canister and MIMS comparison 
experiments. Signal intensity is representative of a time series for benzene. (a) Lab-based 
sampling strategy: Gaseous standard delivered to membrane interface, once a steady-state signal 
was established for the MIMS signal, the WAS canister was filled. (b) Field-based sampling 
strategy: MIMS real time data collected from a mobile platform is used to guide WAS canister 
fill location/time. Integrated MIMS data used for comparison is shown in yellow and ‘delayed’ 
to account for analyte transport through the sample line and membrane response times.
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2.5. Field Studies 
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A field portable membrane introduction mass spectrometer was developed and employed to 

identify targeted analytes in ambient air. The compounds selected for this study are listed, along 

with pertinent MS parameters, in Table 1. While we have developed MS/MS methods for 

benzene on the Griffin 400 CIT, we have experienced some difficulty in achieving consistent 

fragmentation during field deployment. Consequently, we have chosen to select m/z 77 and 78 

from the full scan for the work presented here. Field data was collected over multiple 8-hour 

runs, which included both stationary data acquisition and mobile monitoring transects. Ambient 

air samples were pumped a 2L/min though a 2m teflon sampling line (1/4”) encased in an 

insulated sheath and heated to 50 oC with the inlet mounted ca. 30 cm above the vehicle roofline 

(Bell et al., 2015a). On-board GPS and mass spectral data were correlated and processed with 

LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) to yield calibrated, geospatial concentration 

data in real-time. After mobile data collection, the raw data was processed using MATLAB 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) and saved as .kmz files for visualization in Google Earth. 

Processing involved background subtraction, direct calibration, internal standard response factor 

calibration, interference factor correction for known interferences (e.g., ethylbenzene fragment at 

m/z 91 will interfere with toluene), and finally extraction for visualization. MS data for each 

analyte was collected with a period of 17 seconds. To reduce data density and keep KMZ file 

size down, the data was decimated by 2 except during concentration excursions (peaks in the 

timeseries). This results in mapped points usually separated by 34 seconds, and when peaks are 

detected points are separated by 17 seconds. A detailed description of the data work-up has been 

published previously (Bell et al., 2015a). 

The WAS sampling protocol employed is well established and has been described in detail 

(Simpson et al., 2010). Due to the nature of the sampling strategies employed, there is a great 
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deal more MIMS data than WAS canister data for this study. Therefore, only select data sets with 

both types of measurements are presented here. 

Table 1. Mass spectrometer scan methods and analytical figures of merit for target analytes 
Analyte Mass Spectrometer 

scan method (m/z) 
Response times a  

(t10-90) 
(min) 

Detection limits a,b 
(ppbv) 

Survey Scan Full Scan 50-250 n/a n/a 
Toluene-d8 MS/MS  98 → 69,70 0.5 0.5 
Toluene MS/MS  91 → 64,65 0.5 0.5 
Benzene  Full Scan 77, 78 0.5 2 
Ethylbenzene/ 
Xylenes 

MS/MS  106 → 
90,91 

0.5 0.75 

a Response times are related to membrane transport and measured as the time required for the signal intensity to rise 
from 10 to 90% of the steady state value. Response time and detection limits determined at 50°C 
b Detection limit based upon signal / noise = 3 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Lab Based Studies 

Steady-state concentrations of BTEX hydrocarbon contaminants were generated using 

permeation tube standards and simultaneously sampled by MIMS and WAS canisters.  Canister 

sampling was followed by off-line analysis and the results compared to the averaged on-line 

MIMS results over the same sampling period. Fig. 3 shows a direct comparison of the 

quantitative results for two constructed samples. The first contains benzene and toluene at 

nominal concentrations of 74 and 38 ppbv, respectively. We observe excellent agreement 

between the lab-based WAS analysis and the time-averaged MIMS data both by direct 

calibration and by using a continuously infused toluene–d8 internal standard (typically ca. 90 

ppbv). The error bars in Fig. 3a are based the standard deviation of a triplicate sample set and 

indicate that the concentrations of benzene and toluene agree within these uncertainties. We also 

observe no interference with ethylbenzene. It should be noted signals for ethylbenzene and the 
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xylenes appear in the same mass transition (Table 1) and are reported by MIMS as the sum of 

ethylbenzene plus xylenes. Fig. 3b shows similar comparison for a sample constructed with 

benzene, toluene and ethylbenzene at nominal concentrations of 74, 38 and 16 ppbv, 

respectively. Again, we observe excellent agreement across all quantitation methods. A complete 

summary of results is tabulated in the Supplementary Material (Table S1) for gaseous benzene, 

toluene, and ethylbenzene/xylene/s standards. For comparison purposes, the WAS canister data 

for ethylbenzene and xylene isomers was summed. The average absolute percent difference 

relative to the WAS canister results across all samples and all analytes, was found to be 14% for 

MIMS direct calibration and 20% for MIMS internal standard calibration strategies. The details 

of calibration methods can be found in Supplementary material section on calibration. Although 

the % difference was higher using internal standard calibration, the method can correct for 

variation in instrument performance (i.e. sensitivity) between the time of calibration and 

sampling. Under mobilized field sampling conditions, a continuously infused internal standard 

can effectively compensate for expected decreases in ion source efficiency (D'Autry et al., 2010) 

and detector sensitivity as well as directional dependent electron transmission efficiency 

described previously (Bell et al., 2015b). Continuously monitoring instrument sensitivity allows 

long multi-day deployments with infrequent calibrations and data-driven maintenance routines. 

Therefore, internal standard calibrations were employed for all MIMS field deployments. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of lab constructed samples by WAS canister method, MIMS direct 
calibration, and MIMS continuously infused internal standard calibration. (a) Constructed gas 
standards nominally containing 74 ppb benzene, 38 ppbv toluene, and 0 ppbv 
ethylbenzene/xylene(s) in zero air. Error bars represent standard deviation (n=3), (b) Constructed 
gas standards nominally containing 74 ppbv benzene, 38 ppbv toluene, and 16 ppbv 
ethylbenzene/xylene(s) in zero air (n=1). Error bars are method standard deviations. 

 

3.2. Field Based Studies 

Chemical concentrations for BTEX compounds were measured during two 8-hr deployments in 

the region of Fort Saskatchewan, AB. The sampling route included industrialized, residential and 

agricultural areas. Fig.4a is an example Google Earth map of atmospheric toluene concentration 

plotted with a data point approximately every 34 seconds. Toluene concentrations have been 

divided into six bins ranging from < 0.7 ppbv (our estimated limit of detection during the field 

campaign) up to 5-6 ppbv, which was the highest observed concentration for the period shown 

(July 9, 2012, 09:30-13:30). Concentrations are depicted by the colour of the data and are 

proportional to the size dots appearing on the map. The MIMS data shows low-level toluene 

concentrations with minimal concentration excursion. In Fig. 4b, the time series data for m/z 65 

� 91 (toluene MS/MS transition) is presented, showing concentrations generally around 1-2 
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ppbv with a few episodic excursions to greater than 5 ppbv (for the MIMS) between 9:30 and 

13:30. These ‘hot spots’ appear to be associated with particular geographic locations on the map 

(Fig. 4a) which are in the vicinity of chemical refineries and upgrading facilities. Fig. 4c shows a 

whisker plot summary of data collected over two full days of sampling for benzene, toluene and 

ethylbenzene/xylenes (n= 1220 observations) in the region. The median toluene concentration 

observed was 1 ppbv, with majority of observations falling between 0-3 ppbv (25th-75th 

percentiles). The maximum observed toluene concentration was 22 ppbv. Episodic concentration 

excursions appear as ‘outliers’ above the 95th percentile on the whisker plot. These observations 

are real and associated with specific times in the dataset and geographic sampling locations. All 

observations of elevated toluene are associated with industrialized regions. Nearby urban and 

agricultural locations were observed to have toluene concentrations below 1.5 ppbv. The 

distribution for benzene and ethylbenzene/xylenes concentrations is included for comparison in 

Fig. 4c. Although they show greater fluctuations in concentration, their geographic distribution is 

similar to that described for toluene, with low concentrations observed in residential and 

agricultural regions and higher levels observed in industrialized areas.   
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Fig. 4. (a) Google earth plot of atmospheric toluene concentration near Ft. Saskatchewan, AB 
(July 9th, 2012). Wind direction and speed was measured on-site and is indicated by a red arrow 
(24.7° at 9.1m/sec). (b) Toluene time series data between 9:30 and 13:30. The estimated 
detection limit is shown as the dotted line. (c) Boxplot plot summary for two days of sampling in 
the region (n = 1220 for each analyte). On each box the central mark indicates the median, the 
bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Observations 
above the 95th percentile are plotted in red using the ‘+’ symbol. 

 

Fig. 5a shows a Google Earth map of atmospheric benzene concentrations over a roughly 30 min 

segment from a 3.5 hr sampling campaign. It shows concentrations ranging from less than 2 

ppbv (LOD) with a number of excursions well in excess of 10 ppbv. In fact, several observations 

indicate benzene concentrations above 100 ppbv, which is relatively high given the 1–hour 

ambient air quality objective in Alberta is 9.0 ppbv (EPA, 2016). All concentrations above 27 
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ppbv were associated with specific geographic locations as visualized on the map. Two canister 

WAS were collected in the area where the high MIMS observations were made. The red arrow 

on the map indicates the average wind speed/direction at the time of canister sampling. The 

source of benzene is likely upwind of the roadside sampling site. A labelled time series is shown 

in Fig. 5b, which illustrates the time dependent benzene concentrations observed as the mobile 

lab moved through different land use zones. Sampling in the same industrial area approximately 

3 hours apart yielded significant benzene concentrations, while similar sampling in the 

surrounding agricultural and residential zones returned low concentrations which were at or 

below our detection limits. Summary boxplots of MIMS data are presented Fig. 5c. The data 

strongly suggests that higher concentrations of benzene are associated with industrial sources.       
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Fig. 5. (a) Google earth plot of atmospheric benzene concentration near Ft. Saskatchewan, AB 
(July 10th, 2012). WAS canister fill location is indicated by blue (2516) and green (1129) 
pictograms. Wind direction and speed was measured on-site and is indicated by a red arrow 
(328.5° at 9.5m/sec). For scale, the distance between the location of air canister sampling and the 
river is ca. 2.5 km. (b) Corresponding benzene time series with corresponding land use category 
indicated. (c) Whisker plots of MIMS benzene concentration grouped according to land use 
category of sampling. 
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Fig. 6. Time series data for atmospheric toluene, benzene, and ethylbenzene/xylene/s for July 
10th, 2012. Green and blue vertical lines indicate the time of canister sampling and approximate 
fill time. The corresponding MIMS data shown in red indicates the portion of the time series 
used for comparison purposes.  

Fig. 6 is a time series representation of benzene, toluene, and ethylbenzene/xylene/s 

concentrations, with superimposed point-in-time air canister sampling indicated by vertical blue 

and green bars for sampling on July 10th, 2012, from 08:45-10:45. The MIMS data averaged for 

comparison to canister data is displayed in red for each of the time series (detection limits for 

each compound are calculated in real-time during field studies and plotted as dotted lines). The 

MIMS data for toluene is shown in Fig. 6a and indicates several toluene concentration 

excursions above 5 ppbv, particularly between 9:45-10:15 am. During this period, two WAS 
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canisters were collected to compare lab-based and field-based methods. Canister #1129 was 

collected at 9:50 and returned a concentration of 0.922 ppbv. The comparable MIMS result was 

1.4 ppbv. Given the inherent challenges associated with sampling a dynamic real-world 

atmospheric sample which is changing rapidly on a minute time scale and estimating the 

appropriate MIMS data to integrate over, we consider these results to be comparable. It should 

be noted that although the canister fill time was estimated to be about 100 seconds, the fill rate is 

non-linear and decreases over this sampling period. Canister #2516 which was collected at 

10:05, returned a toluene concentration of 0.744 ppbv, which is at the MIMS limit of detection 

and in agreement with the MIMS observation. In Fig. 6b, high concentrations of benzene were 

detected by both MIMS and WAS canister. For canister sample #1129, the WAS concentration is 

reported to be 0.902 ppbv, while the time-averaged MIMS concentration was considerably 

higher at 17.1 ppbv. The results for #2516 are notably higher, with the canister concentration 

reported at 156 ppbv, and the MIMS 74.4 ppbv. In Fig. 6c, the concentration of 

ethylbenzene/xylene(s) for sample #1129 is reported to be 10.6 ppbv for the canister, in good 

agreement with 11.4 ppbv reported for the MIMS. The results show that continuous mobile 

sampling with real-time data visualization can be used to adapt when and where to collect 

discrete WAS for lab-based analysis. While the results are in good general agreement, it is 

difficult it to evaluate these methods in real field-based studies.  For example, the concentration 

of ethylbenzene/xylene/s in canister #2516 is reported to be 17.4 ppbv, whereas we observe 2.5 

ppbv for the MIMS. It is clear from the data in Fig.6 that we are often averaging MIMS data on 

the ‘shoulders’ of peaks, which can lead to poor comparison results. This suggests that the data 

selected for comparison did not represent identical air masses or that some uncharacterized 

interference is causing a negative bias in the MIMS result. The use of a flow controller and 
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longer sampling time on the canister is expected to improve the correlation between discrete and 

real-time sampling results as longer integration times would reduce the influence of short 

concentration excursions. Another time series is shown in Supplementary Materials in Fig. S2, 

for which the concentrations of the analytes shown are all relatively low (~5 ppbv). This data 

demonstrates how canister sampling can also be targeted to low level concentration excursions 

that are near the MIMS detection limits.   

We demonstrate an excellent level of agreement between an on-line portable MIMS instrument 

and WAS followed by off-line, lab-based analysis for BTEX compounds using steady-state 

constructed air samples. Quantitative comparisons for field-based experiments proved to be more 

difficult resulting from the dynamic nature of the air masses sampled, and the inherent 

challenges in applying the appropriate time-weighted delay functions for both sampling methods. 

The strengths of MIMS methodology, as exemplified by field data set comparisons are as 

follows: First, MIMS can be used to inform WAS sampling time and location. For accurate 

compositional information about air masses, an effective and efficient sampling strategy is 

required. Using mobile MS to map contaminants in space and time gives the user a great deal of 

valuable information as sampling occurs. Second, considerable cost can be saved by knowing 

where and when to sample WAS canisters in real-time. Third, regional scale mapping (mobile 

MIMS) and following changes over time (stationary MIMS) provides variability in chemical 

concentration with unprecedented resolution over time and space. The strengths of the WAS 

methodology, as exemplified by this data set, are as follows: First, WAS is orders of magnitude 

more sensitive than MIMS. Second, because the WAS methodology for analysis employs 

chromatography, it is more selective (i.e. isomers can be separated) than MIMS. Third, the WAS 

analysis is far more comprehensive than MIMS. Specifically, the method can speciate 76 C2-C10 
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VOCs while MIMS, as presented, is typically tuned for about a dozen or less. Fourth, WAS 

sampling procedures are well established; standard operating procedures and well-developed 

quality control standards help to make data more reliable. Until field portable methods become 

more established, this difference may prove critical in a compliance context. It should be noted 

that mobile MS monitoring of VOCs combined with stationary deployments for time integrated 

measurements is already underway for comparison with regulatory compliance standards in 

Ontario, Canada (Healy et al, 2018).   

 

 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, the data presented herein illustrates the utility of both WAS and MIMS, when used 

in conjunction, as a powerful analytical strategy for targeted atmospheric chemical analysis. 

Specifically, a field portable MIMS system sampling continuously, was used to obtain geospatial 

chemical data, which, in turn, was used to adapt whole air sampling (WAS) canister collection to 

areas of interest for trace level VOC speciation and quantitation. The combination of these two 

sampling strategies, provides a method of capturing consequential excursions in chemical 

concentration that may be rare and/or clustered in time and space. 

An important outcome of this research is an alternative to the problem of assessing 

environmental impacts using a randomized set of measurements in a target area. In contrast to 

conventional field sampling designs, which often return a large number of no-detects, mobile 

mass spectrometry can be used to survey a site and then make informed decisions about where 

and when to collect whole air samples for off-line, lab-based analyses. This is particularly 
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advantageous when chromatographic methods are necessary for compositional information that 

includes specific isomer or congener constituents, where the cost of sampling, clean-up and 

analysis can be high. Furthermore, the portable MIMS system can be used in real-time to direct 

the user to both low level ‘background’ areas and `hot-spots' for informed canister fill sites. This 

approach may work both for routine monitoring of industrial sites, as well as for large scale 

mapping of VOC emissions. Such applications would be beneficial in critical incident scenarios, 

as well as for routine monitoring associated with hydrocarbon extraction and processing. Finally, 

although real time targeted monitoring and adaptive sampling strategies may also help identify 

areas of potential risk to human and environmental health, we are currently developing non-

targeted chemometric techniques based on full scan mass spectra (Richards et al., 2018) for 

pollutant source identification and apportionment.  
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